A study of the magnetocaloric properties of manganites with ferromagnetic and chargeordering states is presented. Under the application of a magnetic field in the vicinity of the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic and paramagnetic-charge order transitions large changes of the magnetic entropy are found, negative or positive, respectively. The physical mechanisms that contribute to the magnetic entropy and its temperature dependence are described and in the ferromagnetic case, discussed in terms of the Landau theory for phase transitions.
Introduction
In a typical paramagnetic or ferromagnetic material, the application of a magnetic field leads to an alignment of the magnetic moments. Starting from a zero magnetic field state with randomly oriented magnetic moments, the increase of the magnetic field leads to a decrease of the magnetic part of the entropy (S M ), as this thermodynamic function is associated with the degree of magnetic disorder. If this process is performed adiabatically, i. e. without heat transfer to the exterior, the material temperature will increase, as the lattice entropy increases. When the magnetic field is turned off, randomizing again the magnetic moments, the opposite situation occurs, and the material temperature decreases. This adiabatic temperature change induced by a magnetic field variation is called magnetocaloric effect (MCE). A magnetic cycle refrigeration system is obtained by allowing the magnetic material to expel heat to an exterior heat sink after application of the magnetic field, reduce the field adiabatically and subsequently extract heat from the system to be cooled. This technique has been used for many years to obtain ultra-low temperatures by adiabatic demagnetization cooling and more recently, has found application in cryogenic engineering to raise the efficiency of gas liquefaction systems. In general, considerable MCE effects are expected in connection with the large entropy change associated with the ferromagnetic to paramagnetic phase transition in the vicinity of the Curie temperature T c . The interest on the research of magnetocaloric cooling systems starting from room temperature has raised considerably in recent years due to its potential impact on environmental concerns and energy saving. In fact, this technology does not require any ozone-depleting nor hazardous chemicals and the thermal efficiency is higher than gascompression refrigerators. Gadolinium is a good candidate for magnetic refrigeration systems near room temperature: at Tc=294K, under a magnetic field variation H=10 kOe, Gd presents magnetic entropy and temperature changes: S M =2.8 J/Kg K and T=2.6 K, respectively [1] . In the last decade, an increased research effort on magnetocaloric studies has revealed new materials with large magnetic entropy changes under an applied magnetic field near magnetic phase transitions, such as Gd 5 (Si 2-x Ge 2+x ) [2] , MnFeP 1-x As x [3] , LaFe 13-x Si x [4] and manganites R 1-x D x MnO 3 (R=rareearth La, Pr and D=divalent Ca,Sr) [5] . One of the most interesting features of these new materials is the possibility of tuning the operation range (i. e. the Curie temperature) by a suitable chemical Title of Publication (to be inserted by the publisher) 149 composition adjustment. In this work we report magnetocaloric studies on some polycrystalline samples of the manganite systems La 1-x Ca x MnO 3 , La 1-x-y Y y Ca x MnO 3 and Pr 1-x Ca x MnO 3 , with Mn mixed valence ions (Mn4 + , Mn3 + ) and presenting ferromagnetic and charge-ordered states due to the strong correlations between charge, spin and lattice degrees of freedom. Reviews on the properties and interaction competitions of colossal magneto resistive manganites are available in literature [6, 7] . Experimentally, a convenient procedure for the search of suitable materials for MCE applications is the determination of the magnetic entropy change S M (T, H), which is a function of the temperature and the magnetic field change H=H F -H I . A typical representation is the entropy change with H I =0, as a function of T, with constant H=H F . The magnetic entropy dependence with the magnetic field H is related to the magnetization M via the thermodynamic Maxwell relation [8] ,
(1)
which after integration yields
Hence S M (T, H) can be determined from magnetization measurements, much more expedient than calorimetric measurements. Generally, since temperature stabilization is the longest step in the process of magnetization data collection, the measurements are usually carried out isothermically by varying the magnetic field, for a range of temperature values. Suitable numerical procedures are then used for derivation with respect to temperature of interpolated M(T,H) data points and final magnetic field integration. 
Experimental

Results and Discussion
The studied La 0.67 Ca 0.33 MnO 3 and La 0.60 Y 0.07 Ca 0.33 MnO 3 La-manganites are both ferromagnetic and present metallic conduction below their Curie temperatures, Tc=267K and 150K, respectively [9] .
In previous studies [9, 10, 11] , the magnetic properties of these samples, with particular emphasis on the paramagnetic phase, were interpreted using the Landau theory of phase transitions [12] . The anomalous upturns of the M(H) curves observed above T c (inset in figure 1 ) were related to the additional contribution of magneto elastic couplings and electron condensation energy (metalinsulator transition), shown to directly affect the coefficient B in the Landau theory magnetic energy expansion [13] 
and the corresponding magnetic entropy is obtained from differentiation of the magnetic part of the free energy with respect to temperature ( ) A'(T), B'(T) and C'(T) are the temperature derivatives of the expansion coefficients. The same result is obtained using the equation of state and eq. 2. For a simple Ferro magnet, with B and C constant and positive, S M (T,H) presents a narrow peak at T c . The additional magneto elastic and electron interactions contribute directly to the magnetic entropy and its temperature dependence: if B is an increasing function of temperature (B'>0), the magnetic entropy decrease under an applied magnetic field will be larger, and the peak is broadened. This effect is found in both La-manganites and is illustrated in figure  1 for the sample La 0.60 Y 0.07 Ca 0.33 MnO 3 with lower T c . Using the temperature dependence of the expansion coefficients determined by fitting the measured magnetization to the equation of state (eq. 4) [9] [10] [11] , the magnetic entropy S M (T,H) is calculated. An interesting additional effect is the shift of the maximum entropy change to temperatures above T c , in close connection with the magnetization upturns. The Pr 1-x Ca x MnO 3 system shows a rich electric and magnetic phase diagram [6, 7] , figure 2 (left). At high temperatures the system is paramagnetic and insulator (PMI). For x<0.15 a canted magnetic insulator (CI) phase arises, whereas for 0.15<x<0.30 a ferromagnetic insulating (FMI) phase is established. A more complex electric-magnetic phase diagram is found for 0.30<x<0.85, where the charge-ordering effect (CO) coexists with an antiferromagnetic insulator (AFMI). The charge ordered state is characterized by the existence of a regular array of Mn 4+ and Mn 3+ ions in the lattice. In addition, this insulating state can be switched to metallic by an applied magnetic field. The magnetic entropy change S M under the application of a magnetic field of 40 kOe is presented in figure 2 (right) . The results for x 0.30 show a regular ferromagnetic phase transition. However, for the samples above the onset concentration for the charge ordering (~0.30) an anomalous magnetic entropy change is observed just below the charge ordering temperature (Tco>200K). A positive S M peak develops, increasing in amplitude with Ca content (higher Tco). This uncommon increase of the magnetic entropy is associated with the progressive suppression of charge ordering,
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Advanced Materials Forum II leading to an increase of accessible states due to the enhancement of electron mobility, under an applied magnetic field. Interestingly, this effect is superimposed to the negative contribution due to spin ordering: above T co , S M is very similar for all the samples. If the magnetic field is sufficiently high, the charge ordered state is completely melted and an insulator-metal transition is induced. However, there is a broad mixed phase magnetic field interval (with coexistence of CO and metallic regions) separating the two phases [14, 6] . Below T* (see Fig.  2 ), the mixed phase exists even at H=0 and strong irreversibility effects arise. The presence of ferromagnetic regions dispersed in the antiferromagnetic matrix leads to a magnetization increase on cooling just below about 50K, peaking at T* [15] . In this temperature range, we find extremely large values of the magnetic entropy change. This is shown in Fig. 3 for the sample x=0.32, for which S M at T=26K and 40 kOe reaches -20.8 Jkg -1 K -1 . At still lower temperatures, S M becomes positive below T* and strongly depends on the previous magnetic history of the sample, i. e., on the fact that the applied magnetic field was cycled through zero to demagnetize the coil (and the sample) before a subsequent temperature for magnetization measurement was established. 
